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Our Company About Us
Be4ward

About Us

We are an international team of subject matter experts and implementation specialists dedicated to improving and
enhancing healthcare product lifecycles, from packaging through to patient.
Our team apply a potent combination of extensive experience with world class consultancy skills to deliver
transformative solutions to meet each client’s unique business needs.
As published authors and industry speakers, our expertise is in demand from statutory, regulatory and standards bodies
for shaping public policy.
We collaborate with our clients to craft holistic solutions to achieve their business goals of improving patient safety,
accelerating the launch process, and transforming supply chains across the globe.

Who we are
Our expert team engages with pharmaceutical, biotech, medical device and consumer healthcare companies. We guide
our clients to optimise their operations throughout the entire product lifecycle, across the supply chain, from packaging
through to patient.
Established for over ten years, Be4ward has tried and tested ways of working and a proven record of success.
As published authors and industry speakers, our expertise is in demand from statutory, regulatory and standards bodies
for shaping public policy.

How we support our clients
Our unique expertise helps our clients to deliver transformational change including the following areas of their
healthcare product lifecycles:

•

Secondary Packaging and Distribution Supply
Chain Design

•

Pharmaceutical Product Launch and Portfolio
Management

•

Product Complexity Management, Late
Customisation and Postponement

®

•

Finished Goods Supply Chain Process
Development

•

Product Traceability, Serialisation and AntiCounterfeiting capabilities

•

Packaging Design, Labelling and Artwork
Management

•

Post-merger or Acquisition Brand Integration

Our Company About Us
Be4ward

About Us
How we work with our clients
The team’s excellent consulting skills mean they can rapidly apply their extensive knowledge base so that clients get
the targeted help they need.
Informed by a wealth of practical experience, we bring proven capability models and methods to help design and
implement efficient, effective and targeted solutions.
We optimise solutions to benefit the whole operation, rather than simply solving pain point problems.
We help clients across a wide spectrum of engagement types ranging from individual coaching on specific subject
matter, through to managing transformation programmes.

Why work with us?
With a unique combination of practical experience, deep subject matter expertise and excellent consulting skills, we
consistently deliver the highest value outcomes for our clients.
As renowned subject matter experts, we work hand-in-hand with statutory, regulatory and standards bodies to advise
and establish worldwide industry standards.
Our highly qualified team of consultants collectively possess a diverse skill set, informed by decades of practical
experience gained from working on the factory floor to working with the boardroom.
Extensive global, multi-cultural and cross-functional experience enables us to design fit-for-purpose solutions delivering
immediate value.

Memberships

®
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Publications

We have a series of publications explaining our main expertise in the fields of pharmaceuticals, healthcare and other
highly regulated industries. These publications are filled with useful insights and tips helping any companies working
on improving patient safety to drive additional value from their product range.
Be4ward publishes information to help our clients in a number of ways, including:
•
•
•

•

Books, White Papers and Executive Briefings
Blogs
Website Information
Articles in renowned publications

A selection of our White Papers and Executive Briefings
•

Responding to Pharmaceutical Serialisation & Product Coding Legislation

•

Top 10 Tips for Developing a Serialisation Strategy

•

Things we wish we had Known Before Starting a Serialisation Project

•

Avoiding the Supply Risk from Serialisation with CMOs

•

Top 20 Packaging Complexity Management Tips

•

Reducing Packaging Recall Risk

•

Top 10 Right-First-Time Tips to Streamline and Improve your Artwork Process

•

10 Key Learnings from Artwork Improvement Projects

•

Ensuring Effective Translations

•

Top 20 Artwork Auditor Tips

•

Top 15 Causes of Proofreading Errors

•

Legal Restructuring Post Merger and Acquisition – Managing Product Licence and
Packaging Changes

®
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Publications

Books
Developing and Sustaining Excellent Packaging Labelling and Artwork
Capabilities is available in hard copy or electronic version from
enquiries@be4ward.com.
The essential resource for implementing sustainable packaging labelling
and artwork capabilities.

Foreword by Steve Richmond, Head of Global Packaging, AstraZeneca.
The knowledge and expertise contained in this book will help you to
understand and deliver the right mix of packaging artwork capabilities for
your organisation, in a shorter period of time, at lower cost and with
signiﬁcantly less risk. Inside you will ﬁnd in-depth discussion on the following
topics: The importance of artwork capabilities in delivering today's business
strategy, the causes of artwork errors, detailed discussion on each of the
elements which go to make up the overall artwork capability, including:
business processes; education, training and competence assessment;
organisation design; technology and outsourcing, making sustainable
improvements happen and future developments.

Reviews
If you are looking to improve the performance of your company’s artwork capabilities then this book is a must read. It
captures the authors vast experience in turning around the artwork operations of healthcare companies and provides a
unique and valuable resource for anyone involved in the area.
Steve Richmond, Head of Global Packaging, AstraZeneca
Artwork Process Book Review … Must Read!
Whether you are a VP or Director of Global Labelling, Artwork Manager or heavily involved in the review and approval
process, this book offers an informed perspective on both the Artwork right-first-time process and the governance of
cross-silo interactions and accountabilities. Although the book focuses on the Pharmaceutical sector, I can confirm it
provides recommendations that benefit all sectors.
For those developing or supplying Artwork & Labelling solutions, it offers great insight and a set of high-level
requirements for fundamental features that are often overlooked by vendors viewing a business from an external
perspective.
There are other areas around governance, defining KPI’s, budget planning and business continuity that are often
neglected by writers on this subject. It also touches on what I believe will be the next major evolution in the artwork and
labelling space, eLabelling or off-pack messaging.
Ashley Goldie, former MD, Kallik Ltd
ISBN-13: 978-1908746160
®
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Areas of Expertise

Product Lifecycle and Supply Chain Establishment Supply Chain Establishment and Optimisation
Be4ward

Supply Chain Establishment and Optimisation

The finished goods supply chain, from packaging through to final customer is complex involving multiple requirements
and many partners. This causes many trade-offs which need to be managed to deliver a fit-for-purpose supply chain.
For some organisations, the issue is establishing their initial supply chain and supporting capabilities. The move to
commercialised product or expansion into new geographic areas necessitates the setting-up of an effective supply
chain for the required region. This in turn requires selection of suitable partners and the implementation of the
necessary processes, systems and organisation to manage this new supply chain. This takes time and requires
expertise.
For organisations at the other end of the spectrum, supply chains may have become overly complex, ineffective and
inappropriate. This is particularly true where organisations have grown by acquisition. In this case, a considered
optimisation of the physical supply chains and supporting capabilities is required to rationalise activity and enhance
performance.

How we can help
Our expert consultants at Be4ward can help you establish and optimise a number of supply chain management
capabilities within your organisation, examples of these capabilities include:

®
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Supply Chain Establishment and Optimisation

Where to start
Establishing a new supply chain
For companies needing to establish a new supply chain, a sensible starting point would be the development of your
supply chain strategy. We recommend a focussed cross-functional piece of work that defines:
•
•
•
•
•

The objectives and performance requirements of the supply chain
The key elements of each stage of the supply chain
The high-level requirements of partners and what would drive make-or-buy decisions
The underpinning capabilities required (processes, systems, etc) and organisational responsibilities
Governance requirements, programme design and resourcing

This will provide an agreed roadmap for execution.
Optimising an existing supply chain
When optimising your existing supply chain, the logical place to start is to assess the current state of your supply chain
network and capabilities, so you understand what you have and what your issues are. You need to decide the scope you
wish to assess and the stakeholders you need to have involved. The assessment needs to consider your supply chain
network, processes, organisation, people, tools, systems and capabilities. For larger organisations, this can be a
significant piece of work.
Be4ward can assist in the gap analysis, comparing your company’s capabilities against practices we have observed in
our experience across the industry. From here, a ‘future state’ for the service can be defined, expressed in terms of
supply chain network, processes, organisation, people, tools, systems and capabilities. A staged programme of
improvements and projects can then be executed to deliver the future state in a prioritised manner.

What we've learned
Supply Chain design needs to work hand in hand with Commercial Strategy by understanding product and market
dynamics
Not all supply chains are alike, and the needs of the market vary depending upon the therapy, product and service
requirements. It is therefore important to ensure that the design of your supply chain meets these needs and facilitates
the commercial strategy for your product. For example a product may be seasonal, named patient or extremely high
cost and the supply chains for each of these will need different attributes. Highly repeatable large volume product supply
chains are fundamentally different from small volume, dynamic and difficult to forecast product supply chains. The
former must be repetitive and stable, whereas the latter need to be highly responsive and adaptable. Therefore, when
designing your supply chain, make sure you start with a clear set of design requirements, agreed by key stakeholders
across your organisation, to ensure you provide the supply chain capabilities needed.
There may be a lifecycle to your supply chain partners
As your business evolves and your products progress through their product lifecycles and you expand geographically,
the supply chain partners you select may no longer fit with these new needs. Some supply chain partners are great at
setting up something that is new whereas others are more suited to routine predictable supply. An example of this is
where product lifecycle or territorial competitive environments may require lower cost approaches in some areas. Some
suppliers may not be able to meet target cost of goods or service certain geographies efficiently and effectively.
Therefore, accept that there will be key times when you need to re-evaluate your supply chain designs and partners to
ensure ongoing fitness for purpose.

®
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Supply Chain Establishment and Optimisation

Be clear on responsibilities for sourcing with supply chain partners
Make sure that you are clear on what you want each of your supply chain partners to do and not do regarding sourcing.
Which materials and components do you want your suppliers to source from their supply base? Where are you going to
dictate the supply base to be used or even supply materials or components to your suppliers? Be clear on which
materials and components are critical and where you want direct oversight, versus other materials that you will delegate
responsibility for within the supply agreement.
Manage your risks
Know where your key risks are. Have a risk map for your supply chains and make sure you review and update it regularly.
What are the likely scenarios and what are your mitigation strategies? Make sure your mitigation strategies remain viable
and even practice them if relevant. Make sure you understand how governance, communication and rectification will be
managed should any risk happen.

®

Product Lifecycle and Supply Chain Establishment Product Lifecycle Management
Be4ward

Product Lifecycle Management

The product lifecycle is the evolution of a product, from invention to eventual discontinuation from the marketplace. All
products have lifecycles and various models exist to describe each stage. We define the stages as New Product
Introduction – Growth – Maturity – Patent Expiry – Divestment and Discontinuation.
Each stage of the product lifecycle requires alterations to capabilities and therefore it is important that you recognise
the lifecycle stage of your products and ensure your finished goods supply capabilities are aligned to the needs of the
stage of the product lifecycle:
•
•
•
•
•

New Product Introduction – dynamic, volatile, learning and growing. Need to be responsive and adaptable
Growth – increasing demand for capacity, international expansion, industrialisation of processes and
capabilities
Mature – more predictable, driving operational efficiencies, increasing cost pressure
Patent Expiry – generic attack, line extensions to provide generic defence, dramatic price pressure
Discontinuation / Divestment – declining volumes, transfer of ownership to others, tech transfer and
decommissioning of supply chains

In a company with a portfolio of products, at different lifecycle points this is a complex management challenge. Strong
programme management to coordinate the impact from different products on the company’s capabilities is required.

How we can help
Our expert consultants at Be4ward can help you establish and optimise a number of product lifecycle
management capabilities within your organisation, examples of these capabilities include:

®
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Product Lifecycle Management

Where to start
We would recommend you start by mapping your product lifecycles. Determine the lifecycle model you want to use and
define the characteristics of each lifecycle stage, including both the needs of products and the requirements on corporate
capabilities. From this you can define what stage each of your products is at and assess any capability gaps you may
have.

What we've learned
Products can have multiple lifecycles
Products can be launched at different times in different geographies and issues like patent protection can vary by territory.
You can therefore be in a situation where a product is in divestment and discontinuation in one territory and yet in growth
in another. This brings a further necessary dimension to your lifecycle planning, as you will have to consider these different
territory effects on the lifecycle of the product. This increases complexity in your operations as, for such products, there
will not be one standard solution across all operations.
Be clear on where the milestones are
As mentioned above, there are many different ways to describe the stages of your product lifecycle. Pick one and
implement it universally across your organisation. You don’t want the added confusion of different parts of your company
using different models and terminology. Moreover, agree what the key milestones are for the chosen lifecycle model and
what triggers that milestone so that you can plan your portfolio at a corporate level.
Plan ahead with the next milestone in mind
You should be thinking ahead about the action you need to take before you reach a particular milestone. In some cases,
the time between milestones is significant and there will be much change in the external environment outside of your
control. In such cases, defining key potential scenarios, desired outcomes, risk mitigation plans and the time points or
triggers for action is a more appropriate approach. As time progresses, these scenarios can be refined and enhanced to
take account of emerging changes and mitigation strategies can be revised and developed as necessary.
A proactive approach such as this will help avoid surprises, managing risks rather than responding to issues and steering
the responses of your company to meet the most favourable achievable outcomes.
Review performance after the lifecycle milestone
The point above emphasises the need to plan ahead to meet milestones but it is equally important to review your product’s
performance after the milestone has been reached to determine if the actions taken were successful and if further activity
is required. As an example, the implementation of multiple line extensions is often the action taken at patent expiry to
segment market share and make it more difficult for generic manufacturers to cannibalise product volume.
However, it is rare to revisit the success of each line extension at some point after patent expiry, to determine which line
extensions have been successful and should be retained versus those which gained minimal volume. These latter line
extensions create significant portfolio complexity to provide low volume variants at a likely unfavourable product cost
and therefore should be considered for discontinuation.
Whilst this example is particular to patent expiry there will be other actions at the other lifecycle milestones that result in
non-optimal outcomes. A post milestone review will highlight such issues and allow remedial activities to be undertaken.

®
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Supply Chain Processes

Supply chains in the healthcare sector are becoming ever more complex as the pressure for growth and flexibility
continues. Introduction of new and complex therapies, joint ventures with partners in other industry sectors or even
competitors, increased globalisation of sourcing and the need to effectively manage risk have transformed
traditionally vertically integrated supply chains.
In turn, these changes have increased the scrutiny on the performance of supply chains and the processes used to
manage them, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

The need to never miss an order
Optimisation of inventory to release tied-up capital
Increased responsiveness and agility to changing market dynamics and increasingly tailored therapies
Lead-time squeeze from the need for enhanced customer service
Pulls on central inventory pools from multiple channels, e.g. simultaneous clinical and commercial demands

Once a back-room activity, multiple recent events have thrust supply chain management into the limelight and
companies are increasing reliance on their suite of processes to ensure efficient and effective supply chains.
Introducing and maintaining a comprehensive, fit for purpose suite of processes is therefore a cornerstone of capable
supply chain management.

How we can help
Be4ward, through its team of supply chain professionals, has the capabilities, experience, and methodologies to
design, build and enhance the effectiveness of your supply chain processes. Our three-step methodology is based
around our model supply chain processes.

®
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Supply Chain Processes

Where to start
There are many different ways to start improving the performance of your supply chain processes. One end of the
spectrum is to focus on a particular ‘pain point’ that needs to be addressed. At the other end of the spectrum, you may
want to take a more holistic view of your overall end-to-end process. Starting points for either could be:
Improving a particular performance ‘pain point’
You may have identified a specific pain point in your supply chain performance suggesting a certain process
performance issue that needs to be addressed. A deep dive diagnostic assessment of the issue would be in order, to
identify the root cause of the problem.
This requires a cross functional and multi-skilled team that brings an understanding of the business context, effective
problem analysis and solving skills and best practice knowledge together to ensure a holistic evaluation is undertaken.
Assessing your end-to-end performance
Alternatively, you may require assessment of the end-to-end processes for all or part of your supply chain. For many
organisations this would be a significant undertaking. In this context, a thorough and effective gap analysis
methodology is needed to assess and contrast your processes against industry practice to determine opportunities for
enhancement. This should include a detailed assessment of the comprehensiveness and trends from your KPIs and a
systematic walkthrough of each process, each step being supported by detailed analysis of transactional data.
Again, having the correct team is critical, ensuring best practice and business knowledge combines with analytical and
assessment skills.

What we've learned
Solutions need to be developed holistically and process variants standardised
Supply chains, by their very nature are an interconnected network of nodes. Therefore, supply chain management
processes need to work effectively across all impacted nodes and so processes are only really effective when they span
the relevant scope of the supply chain. Having multiple variants of any process can result in some nodes having multiple
ways of working to deal with other groups.
This is wasteful and causes unnecessary confusion. However standard processes need to be able to deal with varying
scenarios and a ‘plug and play’ world. Wherever practical, try to rationalise to a single agreed way of working.
Involve all of the key business functions
Effective Supply Chain Management relies upon orchestrating many different nodes and functions to work together in
harmony. It impacts other parts of the extended organisation, inside and outside of your company’s boundaries.
Therefore, these other partners need to be involved in process execution, decision making and developing your
processes, to ensure they flow together and to aid buy-in when you want to effect change. This harmonised approach
is the only way to achieve the desired outcome. In many organisations this can involve a large cast of characters, but a
failure to involve key stakeholders at the right time will only lead to redesign, rework and resistance later in your
implementation.
Make decisions based on facts and data
Improvement projects are often hindered by the concept of ‘solution du jour’ or ‘I know a really cool solution and I am
trying to find a problem where I can be allowed to implement it’. When identifying solutions, first make sure that you
really understand the root cause of the problem you are trying to solve. Then make sure that your solution actually solves
it. It is all too common to find the solution didn’t work because it was not the right solution, or even that the solution
applied just created a worse problem. Avoid this trap.
®
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Traceability and Serialisation

Pharmaceutical product traceability and serialisation legislation is being developed and approved across the world to
ensure patient safety and prevent fraud. Meeting the legislation across the supply chain is a complex and very costly
undertaking. Failure to comply with these legislative requirements will mean that pharmaceutical companies will not be
able to sell products in the affected markets.
Traceability and serialisation legislation requires product packs and, depending on the legislation, shippers to be
uniquely identified with serial numbers. Information about the product, its serialisation, its status and in some cases its
movement in the supply chain are then exchanged between supply chain participants and/or authorities.
Whilst some pharmaceutical companies understand this legislation and have a clear strategy and programme of
capability implementation under way, others do not.
Having successfully dealt with legislative drivers, many companies are now realising the secondary benefits serialisation
has brought to their supply chain.

How we can help
We offer a range of services to assist our clients in the following areas:

Where to start
It is highly likely that one or more parts of your organisation are already working on this issue, perhaps in a coordinated
way, perhaps not. Initially, we would recommend continuing this work until the appropriate course of action has been
decided.

®
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Traceability and Serialisation

However, companies are faced with several specific issues when managing traceability and serialisation related
legislation, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying and interpreting the emerging and evolving legislation
Understanding the full impact of these multiple pieces of legislation on the company and product supply chain
Defining optimal solutions and implementation plans which strike the optimal balance between ensuring
product supply and the caution that is prudent with this evolving legislation
Understanding the immature and evolving solution supply base and selecting appropriate implementation
partners
Resourcing implementation projects with sufficient traceability and serialisation-specific knowledge to
minimise the risk of wasted resources, delays and implementation failure

As a first step we would recommend a small and focussed piece of work which has the following objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding the issue as it relates to your business
Understanding the likely impact across your organisation
Identifying, educating and mobilising an effective cross-functional governance team
Establishing an effective legislative monitoring capability
Understanding non-legislative benefit areas
Defining a plan of action
Identifying any initiatives that are currently under way and defining how they should proceed
Understanding the high level budgetary implications

From here, a programme of activity can be managed by the governance team to effectively manage the legislative risk.

What we've learned
Cross-functional governance is critical
Given the cross-functional and cross-organisational nature of the impact of traceability and serialisation legislation,
coupled with the significant product supply risk it presents, many organisations establish a cross-functional governance
to ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decision making is taken with all impacted parties, at the right levels in each of the organisations involved
A “Target Response” is defined that specifies what the organisation must achieve and by when, given the current
state of legislation and the organisation’s considered view of how and when capabilities will be required
Changes to the Target Response are carefully managed and cascaded to all impacted groups
Appropriate cross-functional and cross-organisational resources are mobilised to address the issues in a
coordinated and timely manner
Timely approval and funding of the programme of activities is achieved
Progress, priorities, risks and issues are managed in an optimal way for the organisation as a whole

Wider opportunities
Whilst the initial objective of many organisations will be to meet the requirement of the new legislation, there are also
opportunities which will result from this. From a commercial perspective, for example, traceability, serialisation and
product coding can be used to provide additional services to patients by linking information and services to the coding
on the pack through such things as cell phones. This provides opportunities to improve patient safety, through the likes
of improving adherence, increasing the knowledge about patient and product use and improving supply chain visibility,
leading to improved customer service efficiencies.

®
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Packaging Operations Efficiency

Pharmaceutical packaging operations are generally labour and capital intensive and often a source of senior
management frustration:
•
•
•

They can be expensive in terms of either labour or capital investment, and sometimes both
They can often provide non-optimal levels of service, for example long lead times or inappropriate minimum
order quantities
They can be inflexible with poor utilisation

To offset these issues, supply chains are forced to either offer poor service levels or carry excess stock, with the
associated issues of high working capital, aging stock and high write-offs.
A key underlying issue is aligning the demands of the product portfolio to be packed, with the capabilities of the
packaging facilities utilised. Portfolio complexity is very necessary for many businesses and there are numerous factors
that drive increasing complexity, including different legal requirements, increasing customer service demands and
product differentiation.
There are three ways to balance these challenges effectively:
1. Being clear that the product portfolio is appropriate
2. Optimising the packaging facility design to deliver optimal service levels at minimum cost
3. Ensuring that key attributes of the product packaging enables the most appropriate packaging solutions to be used
To operate an effective and efficient packaging operation, all three of these issues need to be addressed.

How we can help
Be4ward has developed a standard methodology for assessing and improving the effectiveness of your packaging
facilities. This is based around a three-step model:

Be4ward has also developed a toolkit of techniques to support this three-step model.

®
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Packaging Operations Efficiency
Where to start
Undertake a benchmarking exercise
We would suggest starting with a benchmarking assessment of your packaging operations. Be4ward has developed a
standard packaging facility benchmarking tool across multiple pharma companies and CMOs:
•
•
•

The tool can be used for internal benchmarking or for CMOs
The tool permits comparison against a competitive product
The database has been built over the last 16 years

This assessment offers more than just benchmarking, it also:
1. Identifies gaps and hypotheses for site validation
2. Allows for site action plans to be developed to address actionable inefficiencies
A first step might be a pilot benchmarking activity of:
•
•
•

One site
One dosage form across a site
One dosage form across CMOs

The benchmarking tool and assessment offers sufficient flexibility for any of these approaches to be a valid way forward.

What we've learned
From engagements with our clients, there are three key learnings to highlight:
1) The product portfolio can drive different packaging requirements
It is fairly obvious that different drug formats, dosage forms and local regulatory rules define requirements for the product
packaging formats and equipment, whether that be bottles, blisters, etc. These need to be considered carefully as part of
product development and supply chain design to ensure the right formats are selected and the right activities are
undertaken at appropriate facilities. However, product volume can have a significant effect on packaging requirements,
where the required volumes to be packed are not well aligned with the packaging equipment selected, resulting in high
levels of inefficiency.
2) Unnecessary packaging complexity drives waste
There are a multitude of parameters that can be varied in the design and content of packaging. The more variety, the more
complexity and this drives a significant hidden factory maintaining this portfolio. It is important to consider these
parameters in terms of customer value and control the variety to that which provides customer value. Other sources of
variety lead to inefficiency and waste in your packaging operations and therefore should be controlled as much as is
feasibly possible.
3) Solutions cannot be defined in isolation and need to involve the broader organisation
The inefficiencies witnessed in your packaging facility are often due to factors outside of that operation, e.g. product
portfolio design, therefore it is rare to be able to solve them by taking action just within the packaging facility. Moreover,
there are further benefit areas to be considered outside of packaging operation. It is essential to take a cross-functional
approach involving Commercial, Regulatory, Supply Chain, Packaging and Technical Designing solutions across the
supply chain that meet commercial and regulatory needs. Indeed, local solutions applied in the packaging facility may not
optimise the end-to-end supply chain, but instead lead to sub-optimisation overall. Therefore, ensure that you consider
the end-to-end design when defining improvements, placing new capabilities in the appropriate part of the supply chain
and supporting with enhanced end-to-end processes.
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Product Complexity Management

Many healthcare product companies have broad product portfolios that they are selling in multiple markets. Beyond the
US and big five European markets, sales volumes can drop dramatically for individual SKUs. Even within the larger
markets, portfolio expansion and specialised products can result in low volumes. These effects result in an explosion
of packaging components of ever decreasing volumes, to manage and maintain. This can create a significant overhead
cost, often referred to as a ‘hidden factory’ and reduce run times on packaging lines. We have seen healthcare product
companies where more than 50% of their SKU portfolio have daily sales volumes of less than 30 packs, yet where
packaging batches supply years of stock.
So why does this happen? We suggest four main root causes:
1. Maximising the sales value of the portfolio by creating and launching as many existing product variants, in as
many markets, through as many channels as possible
2. The move to higher value, lower volume products, treating more complex conditions with increasingly tailored
therapies
3. Legislation and regulation drivers not being harmonised across all the different legislators globally
4. Local requirements and preferences, or necessary requirements to meet the needs of the market and local
marketing and historical preferences
Therefore both good and bad complexity exists. The key is to learn how to manage good complexity, that which presents
value in terms of financial return from the sale of product and develop methods to control bad complexity.

How we can help
Be4ward has developed a number of tools in the following areas to help identify and address sources of
unnecessary complexity:

• Clear approval and control processes for
portfolio additions
• Brand variation controls
• Routine portfolio reviews and pruning
• Platform size controls
• Layout standardisation
• Font, illustration and graphical element
control
• Shared components and packs
• Bundling of artwork changes
• Managing order quantities of
components and finished packs

®

• Application of postponement techniques
• Application of late customisation techniques
• Design of packaging to better deal with
complexity drivers and solutions
• Increasing flexibility of equipment
• Speeding up line changeovers
• Supply chain design enhancement and the
application of supply hubs
• Outsourcing
• Planning for future legislation

Portfolio and Packaging Design Product Complexity Management
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Product Complexity Management

Where to start
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any ‘golden bullet’ that will help you to resolve these complexities easily. Rather,
there are a series of techniques that can be applied across the portfolio to manage the complexity and create an optimal
portfolio. At Be4ward, we have developed a three-stage approach incorporating these techniques to help you.
Step 1: Understand your portfolio
This can be broken down into three main activities:
1. Understand the commercialisation strategy for the product / therapy
2. Understand the portfolio of SKUs
3. Understand the product order profiles – runners, repeaters and strangers
Step 2: Eliminate the ‘Bad Complexity’
There are many aspects of complexity that have crept into portfolios but don’t drive value either for the customer or in
your own operations. Whilst these may have occurred for legitimate reasons, they need to be weeded out and addressed.
Step 3: Introduce capabilities to cope with the ‘Good Complexity’
Once you have assessed your portfolio, pruned and removed sources of unnecessary complexity, you will be left with a
portfolio that adds value to the customer and that meets the commercial objectives of your organisation. However, it is
likely that there will still be small volume products and elements of complexity that are necessary to be supplied. You
therefore need to determine methods for how you can supply these products, without excessive economic cost to your
organisation.

What we've learned
From engagements with our clients, there are three key learnings to highlight:
1) Look at the bigger picture, not just your packaging operations
Whilst many of the problems from portfolio complexity manifest themselves in packaging operations, it is rare to be able
to solve them by taking action just within the packaging facility. Moreover, there are further benefit areas to be considered
outside of packaging operations. It is essential to take a cross-functional approach involving Commercial, Regulatory,
Supply Chain, Packaging and Technical designing solutions across the supply chain to meet commercial and regulatory
needs.
2) It is difficult to generate sufficient savings on high margin product
Pharmaceutical, Biotech and Medical Device products are generally high margin and in most cases the loss of sales
through the discontinuation of SKUs is difficult to counter by comparative cost savings, particularly where the packaging
element is a small percentage of the cost of goods. It is often better to find a mechanism to keep small volume SKUs
available through alternative supply strategies, for example shared packs or late stage techniques. Shaving off a few SKUs
from a packaging operation rarely makes much difference to overhead costs and in our experience, the only way to
generate meaningful savings is through significant rationalisation allowing you to shut facilities.
3) Commercial sponsorship is key
From the above, the role of Commercial can be seen to be key. In the most successful programmes, Commercial have
provided the lead sponsorship and want to simplify the portfolio. This is not a route to dodge robust business cases but
a mechanism to overcome the inevitable resistance that occurs when changing or withdrawing product.
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Packaging Design

Packaging is a key part of the assembly of any product that is provided to a patient or a healthcare provider. Often in the
manufacturing process much of the production emphasis is placed on the product contained within, yet product
packaging performs many critical activities, including:
•
•
•
•

Supporting an ergonomic way of using the product
Protecting the product from the surrounding environment
Protecting the surrounding environment and people such as children from the product
Providing a platform to convey patient and product information

The commercial and regulatory landscape in healthcare is making packaging more complex in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The increase in combination products and devices requiring specialist packaging
Increased regulation e.g. tamper evidence
The challenge of making packaging child resistant but also senior friendly and useable for those with
impairments
Increased use of smart packaging, shared packs and unit dose packaging
More complex supply chains, shipping requirements and local climate effects
Sustainability and waste concerns
Cost pressures

It is therefore essential to have packaging systems for your products that are suitably qualified for the intended use.
This requires capable packaging design resources leading complex multi-functional design projects involving key
stakeholders across your extended organisation and into user-groups.
Comprehensive requirement specifications need to be developed and agreed to ensure the myriad of design parameters
can be appropriately considered, resulting in packaging that offers the most appropriate outcomes to all parties
involved.

How we can help
At Be4ward, we have highly experienced and skilled packaging professionals who can lead or support your packaging
projects. Our four-step packaging development model underpins our engagements and can be tailored to your specific
needs.
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Where to start
With any packaging design project, we would always recommend clearly defining your design criteria in a requirements
specification. Clarify the commercial goals and product values, what are you trying to achieve with the product? How
will it be used? Who will use it? What are the unique selling points? Understand the requirements of the packaging
system, product dose forms, known material constraints, specific regulatory or quality requirements, storage and
temperature restrictions, shipping requirements. Consider the user population and any specific requirements they may
have. Assess company prerequisites - sustainability, supply chain constraints, cost of goods, branding.
The above is not exhaustive but shows there is a significant number of parameters to be considered to define your
requirements. The more effectively this is undertaken, the more successful your packaging design will be.

What we've learned
Design with the patient or end user in mind
Healthcare products are used by people and the success of use of the product is impacted by the usability of the
packaging. It is therefore critical to ensure that relevant user groups are taken into account in the design and testing of
the packaging system. Some considerations include: how and where are they likely to use the product? Is it sufficiently
portable? What restrictions or impairments might they have that will hamper their interactions? Is the product used in an
emergency situation or where people may be unduly stressed? Does the packaging sufficiently differentiate the product
from others? Is the product used in conjunction with other treatments and can the packaging design help with this added
complexity?
Compliance and persistence with drug regimes is an issue with many chronic therapies and packaging has a role to play
in not introducing complications that impede adherence. Moreover packaging ought to be designed to help patients
successfully manage their treatments.
Design is a collaborative process involving many internal and external stakeholders
The process of designing your packaging impacts many functions across your extended organisation. All of these groups,
whether they be internal functions or external suppliers, have needs and constraints that they would like to meet. In some
cases these are contradictory.
Your packaging design process needs to ensure that, for each project, the correct groups of stakeholders are identified
and engaged, their requirements are identified and assessed and that decision making is seen to be balanced and focused
on the right outcomes for the patient, caregiver, funder and company. Failing to undertake sufficient engagement will only
create problems later in the project and risk missing critical parameters that may make the concluding design unsuitable.
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Labelling and Artwork

Packaging, labelling and artwork present a significant compliance risk. They also represent one of the largest causes of
recalls in the healthcare industry. For many companies, their current capabilities are struggling to meet today’s
requirements.
There are important and immediate business challenges facing the pharmaceutical and healthcare industry. Delivering
many new products variants into as many different markets as quickly as possible is vital for their short and long-term
viability. At the same time, companies need to enhance their reputation with regulators, governments, the public and
other key stakeholders. Packaging artwork management capabilities are critical to delivering this business strategy. An
essential element is the need to be able to develop, deliver and maintain a significantly increased number of packaging
artwork designs for a rapidly expanding number of markets.
Delivering quality artwork is a complex endeavour involving many moving parts. In the largest organisations, artwork
capabilities involve thousands of people, working across many internal functions, in more than one hundred countries,
involving hundreds of external organisations. The capabilities require the skilful design and management of integrated
business processes, organisations and facilities, which are enabled by a suite of sophisticated IT systems. In smaller
companies, whilst the scale is reduced, the fundamental challenges remain unchanged.
Establishing and delivering improvements in artwork capabilities is a significant, but achievable change management
challenge. Delivering change in this area requires the management of a complex interaction of business processes:
people in many different functions, organisations and countries using many, often validated IT tools. Successfully
achieving this requires very specific project and change management skills, if significant compliance risks are to be
avoided.
Excellence is achievable and Be4ward has transformed and managed the global artwork operations for many healthcare
companies worldwide.

How we can help
We offer a range of services to assist our clients in the following areas:
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Where to start
More often than not there are one of two drivers for improving labelling and artwork operations: a desire by key individuals
in the organisation to enhance the performance of the area, or a significant performance shortfall or issue that needs
resolved. In either case the logical place to start is to assess the current state of your labelling and artwork service, so
you understand what you have and what your issues are. You need to decide the scope you wish to assess and the people
you need to have involved. The assessment needs to consider your processes, organisation, people, tools, systems and
capabilities. For larger organisations, this can be a significant piece of work.
At Be4ward, we have developed a comprehensive Gap Analysis tool to enable such assessments, comparing your
company’s capabilities against best practices we have gained from our experience across the industry. This provides a
comprehensive and structured output of improvements needed.
From here, a ‘future state’ for the service can be defined and expressed in terms of processes, organisation, people, tools,
systems and capabilities. A staged programme of improvements and projects can then be executed to deliver the future
state in a prioritised manner.

What we've learned
Change management expertise is critical in delivering sustainable improvements
Looking at the many improvement programmes we have been involved in, they are typically based on a process redesign
and/or a technology implementation. These typically create a series of issues impacting process end-users, including:
•
•
•
•

Changes to roles and responsibilities
Changes to organisation designs
New capabilities and competencies with subsequent education and training requirements
Different performance measures and expectations

So even if the improvement is heavily focussed around technology, there is a people-element that needs to be considered.
It is people that will use the new processes and technology therefore, artwork development is a highly people-driven
process and these people are key to the success of any artwork change activity. Moreover, because of the crossfunctional and cross-geographical aspect to labelling and artwork processes, these people-issues are usually more
significant than expected.
It is therefore important to ensure that the design of any improvement programme has the appropriate change
management activities built in to deliver a successful and sustainable outcome. The design of a labelling and artwork
improvement project needs to be done in a way that involves all impacted stakeholders. This will help to ensure that the
people impacted by the change feel involved in the development of the new capability and understand the decisions that
were taken during the design. It will also help to ensure their buy-in. Making this sort of change happen is difficult and it
takes time and a reasonable amount of resource to do it well. It then takes a continuous resource level to sustain it
successfully. You need to ensure that your organisation understands this and puts the right level of resource behind the
change activity to be successful.
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Proofreading is a critical quality control step in the process of ensuring that the packaging, labelling and artwork of
finished biotech and medical devices is correct. Mistakes in this artwork can put patient safety at risk, damage
reputations and lead to recalls. Therefore, ensuring that there are adequate processes, people, facilities and tools in
place to perform high quality proofreading activities is essential.
For the purpose of this document, proofreading is taken to mean any activity which seeks to verify that the content of a
finished document, namely the artwork, meets the appropriate requirements and its content is correct.
There are three elements to successful proofreading:
1. Text content review
The text verification ensures three aspects of the text in any given artwork:
•
•
•

Firstly, it is important to verify that text has been correctly transcribed from source documents. It must be
verified that all text has been transcribed onto all relevant faces of the artwork and that none of it has been
inadvertently changed
Secondly, checks should be made to ensure that critical information such as product name, strength and dosage
is correct
Finally, it is important to check that the layout of the text has not altered its meaning

2. Graphical content review
The graphical checks verify that all the graphical elements of the artwork are as required. Graphical elements may
include logos, branding images and colours.
3. Technical review
The technical review ensures that all other aspects of the artwork are correct. This will include checks to ensure that
items such as dimensions, barcodes and varnish layers are correct.

How we can help
Recognising that proofreading is a problem common to all its clients, Be4ward offers process development, e-learning and
face-to-face training on the topic.
To sign-up to an e-learning course, go to our online learning portal.
Alternatively, contact us at enquiries@be4ward.com for any questions you may have.
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Where to start
Companies who look to improve their proofreading capabilities generally feel it is necessary because they have had an
artwork error that was identified as a failure in proofreading or is thought to be due to poor proofreading (these are not
necessarily the same thing, it depends upon the thoroughness of the root cause assessment). In either case, the logical
place to start is to assess the current state of your proofreading capabilities, so you understand what you have and what
your issues are. The assessment needs to consider your processes, organisation, people, tools, systems and capabilities
involved in proofreading. In many companies, this can impact a number of functions, depending on how responsibilities
are assigned.
At Be4ward, we have developed a comprehensive Proofreading Gap Analysis tool to enable such assessments, comparing
your company’s capabilities against best practice, a benchmark we have gained from our experience across the industry.
This provides a comprehensive and structured output of improvements needed. From here the improvements to
processes, role-definition, tools and systems can be defined. Be4ward has developed strawman materials for each
improvement to facilitate development of your improved capabilities. In addition, Be4ward offers comprehensive training
materials to help with staff capability.

What we've learned
In the past, proofreading was seen as a key competency within a labelling and artwork service. Skilled proofreaders were
seen as a critical control in ensuring artwork was accurate and fit for use. Over the years, we have seen this capability
eroded. It is now often difficult to determine where proofreading responsibilities lie within an organisation, training is
limited and accountabilities are unclear.
Some of this change can be attributed to the adoption of electronic proofreading tools. These tools have brought many
benefits, providing system solutions to many checks, reducing the risk of human error and dramatically increasing
repeatability. We strongly advocate the use of such tools and they should be considered a prerequisite in any labelling
and artwork service.
However, as with the application of most technologies, there is a downside to the increased implementation of such
tools, the apparent ‘dumbing down’ of proofreading. Many companies now consider that the use of electronic tools
solves their proofreading requirements and so skilled personnel are no longer required. Unfortunately, even the best
electronic tools cannot undertake all checks required and the use of some tools requires capable operators. Therefore,
we see that the requirement for skilled proofreaders still exists but is often a capability-gap in clients. Clear processes,
capable personnel and comprehensive education and training are still essential for a fully effective proofreading service.
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Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) present organisations and their staff with a very broad array of challenges which need
to be dealt with in a relatively short period of time. In the run-up to an M&A, a small team is normally focussed on setting
up the deal in a relatively confidential environment. They rarely have the time or opportunity to thoroughly plan the
aftermath of the deal. Once the deal is agreed, the organisation often faces a huge change management challenge as
many aspects of the business need to be modified simultaneously.
One of the implications of most M&As is that the legal structure of the business needs to be changed, which in turn has
an impact on both the local product registrations and the product labelling. Specifically, product registration and label
changes need to be made because of:
•
•
•
•

Changes to product license owners and numbers due to ownership transfer
Changes to company names due to ownership transfer
Changes to registered office addresses as commercial locations are rationalised
Changes to manufacturing locations as the supply chain is rationalised

In parallel, there is the inevitable pressure from the commercial organisations to harmonise corporate branding.
Most regulators have strict local guidelines to follow for such changes, including:
•
•
•

Levels of approval required by the regulator
The period of time you have to change your portfolio (the regulatory change window)
The implications of failing to change the portfolio in this timescale

Little harmonisation of these rules exists and failure to comply will risk supply continuity.
In this high-risk and high-stress environment, it is important that a robust plan is developed and executed which
minimises the supply risk and any associated internal costs. This activity is made more challenging because it needs
to coordinate activity from across and outside the organisation to be successful.

How we can help
Successful execution of the required change relies on coordinating many cross-functional and geographically
disparate activities. It is further complicated because to be successful it requires the involvement and cooperation of
external regulators, commercial and supply chain partners in order to be to be successful.
The high business risk, combined with the repetitive nature of much of this activity, means that establishing an
appropriate level of central governance, knowledge sharing, monitoring and corrective-action management is
necessary to achieve an optimal result. The degree of central management needs to be balanced with the need to
ensure that local groups are empowered to carry out the actions they are clearly accountable for.
Be4ward has developed a stepwise approach which has delivered successful results. It breaks the problem down into
its component parts, to design the optimal overall solution before initiating a programme of implementation projects.
Do not start integrating until you have a plan. In any country you have the control over when you start integrating, but
once started you must comply with the prescribed timelines. Careful design of the programme of activity is the only
sensible place to start, together with establishment of an effective and efficient governance model.
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Where to start
Effective, timely, cross-functional (and organisational if appropriate) governance, sponsored from the top of the new
organisation, is critical in achieving several objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adequate resourcing of the programme
Effective and timely decision making at the right levels in the organisation
Championing and ensuring real buy-in to decisions made, across the organisation
Effective prioritisation, making sure you have the change capacity for the high-benefit, short-change window
markets before allowing other integrations, as these are the highest risk
Ensuring cross-functional decisions are made providing the maximum benefit to the overall organisation
rather than accepting functional trade-offs
Effective resolution of the many issues and conflicts which will arise

The nature of this sort of activity is such that it involves many parts of the organisation, in almost all locations, in a
complex web of interrelated activities. Our experience suggests that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to establish
simple boundaries around groups and let them design and execute their own change. Furthermore, due to the repetitive
nature of many of the tasks involved, this would be sub-optimal and introduce unnecessary risk. A designed and
managed programme of activity needs to be established.
This is not to say that the centre must control every detail and that the rest of the organisation simply executes the
plan. Far from it, we recommend that the central design of the programme should drive detailed decision-making at
the right level in the organisation. What is important in this process is to understand the key interactions between
decision-making and activity.
It is almost inevitable that some form of central multi-functional programme management and coordination group
needs to be established. This group should be charged with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing a common language for the change
Developing common tools and techniques to be used locally
Ensuring coordinated local plans are in place
Managing interfaces
Monitoring progress
Ensuring significant risks are identified and mitigation activity is in place
Facilitating the timely resolution or escalation of issues
Ensuring effective communication is in place with all stakeholders across the programme

The end result is well worth the apparent additional overhead and cost. You do not want to risk your supply continuity
by managing through chaos.
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What we've learned
Our team’s experience in this area has given us some key learning points:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Only change what you really must
Balance the whole cost of any individual change against the benefit of that change
Make sure priorities are defined and agreed at the highest level. 80% of the benefits will likely be delivered from
20% of the markets so minimise your supply continuity risk and ensure that your pack change capability is
focussed on the markets that matter
At all cost, try to avoid changing manufacturing site legal entities. If you must, try to coordinate changes with the
market-driven changes
Rationalise the product portfolio before you change
Don’t start an integration until you must, and ensure that local teams can’t start their integration process without
central approval
Make sure that you have a clear single leader for the activity who reports directly to the governance team, having
both the capability to work cross-functionally and cross-regionally and the skills to lead complex multi-faceted
programmes
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Programme and Change Management

Organisations are in a constant state of flux: introducing new products, responding to external influences, introducing
further capabilities and developing additional partnerships. To ensure the goals of the organisation are met, these
various initiatives need to be managed and delivered in a timely way.
Programme Management is the vehicle to provide this orchestration in the following ways:
1.

Monitoring strategic goals to ensure programme is aligned with business needs by:
• Assessing the impact of internal opportunities and external change drivers on the organisation
• Authorising change to the operating model

2.

Managing the overall programme including:
• Timeline and dependencies
• Ensuring integration and co-ordination between projects
• Securing funding and resources
• Managing efficient utilisation of resources
• Reviewing and prioritising the resolution of issues /delivery of improvements
• Pro-actively monitoring risks and highlighting concerns
• Evaluating and recommending methods, tools and processes

3.

Managing communication by:
• Providing a communication point for all programme-related information
• Making and communicating timely unambiguous decisions
• Reporting programme and financial status to sponsors

How we can help
Be4ward has developed a toolkit for the successful implementation and execution of programme management:
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Where to start
Start by defining the overall value chain for programme management within your organisational context.

What we've learned
Our key learning regarding Programme vs Project Management from our multiple engagements is that the two activities
are different but often get confused. Furthermore, the terms ‘Programme Management’ and ‘Project Management’ are
often used interchangeably but actually mean different things. Programme Management is the coordination of a group
of projects to ensure that this overall programme of projects is delivered in a timely and effective manner. Project
Management is the management of a discrete project within the programme. As such, the roles of Programme Manager
vs Project Manager are different.
Programme Management
• Accelerating, decelerating, redefining, terminating and initiating projects within the programme
• Managing interdependencies between projects and business-as-usual activities
• Managing available programme resources and resource conflicts
• Managing risks, issues and change at a programme level
• Defining and realising strategic benefits
Project Management
• Establishing project needs, business case, success criteria and expected benefits
• Developing and implementing a plan to achieve the deliverables, within agreed constraints
• Utilising assigned resource to deliver the products
• Monitoring progress, managing risks, change and issues by taking corrective action
• Providing the sponsor with a capability to realise benefits
It is important to ensure that each of your projects are managed by capable Project Managers and that your projects are
delivered in a comprehensive programme coordinated by an effective Programme Manager.
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